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CLIO'S FANCY: DOCUMENTS TO PIQUE THE IDSTORICAL IMAGINATION 
"The Stakes for which We Play Are Too High To Allow of Experiment": 
Colonial Administrators of Papua on Their Anthropological Training by Radcliffe-Brown 
Ira Bashkow (University of Chicago) 
Upon assuming the new Rockefeller Foundation funded chair in anthropology at Sydney in 1926, 
A.R. Radcliffe-Brown presented a plan for providing training to colonial officers serving in New Guinea. 
Proposing a year at Sydney for cadets and a shorter "intensive course" for senior officers, the plan was 
geared particularly for the Mandated Territory of New Guinea; but intensive courses were also organized 
for officers of the neighboring Territory of Papua, which had been administered by its lieutenant 
governor, Sir Hubert Murray, since 1908 (PNG: Series G69, folder 7/8, "Teaching of anthropology," 
1926-27). 
Murray's interests in exploring administrative uses for anthropology were expressed in his 
appointment of a "Government Anthropologist". in Papua and in his early, instrumental help gaining 
approval for the Sydney chair, whose Rockefeller support was conditional upon Australian government 
contributions. Nevertheless, Murray took exception to the preservationist bias of functionalist theory, 
which seemed to him to suggest that every native custom was indispensable in maintaining social or 
psychological "integration" - whereas Murray himself saw the promotion of certain types of 
developmental social change as an essential part of the gradually "civilizing" process toward which 
colonial administration aimed. For Murray, the really live question was how to balance the imperative 
for change with a paternalistic toleration motivated by humanistic sympathy as well as by the expediency 
of avoiding inciting resistance. His model anthropologist was his government anthropologist, F .E. 
Williams, who was capable of dividing customs into "good, indifferent, and bad" (Williams 1928:99) and 
who shared, notwithstanding differences of opinion as to specifics, Murray's basic ideal of "dovetailing 
existing customs into the new civilisation which we are introducing" (Murray 1924:vii). 
From this perspective, Murray took exception when Radcliffe-Brown inaugurated the Sydney 
anthropology journal Oceania in April1930 with an essay by Camilla Wedgwood arguing that "Warfare 
in Melanesia" served important social functions- which Murray read as a fussing over subtleties "while 
British subjects (Papuans) are roasting one another alive within 24 hours of Port Moresby" (quoted in 
Wise 1985: 100). Radcliffe-Brown himself argued the point ("warfare is an element in social integration") 
the following month in an address- attended by Murray -at the Brisbane meetings of the Australian 
and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science (Radcliffe-Brown 1930:272). In this 
context, Murray was not sympathetic when a political tempest - whose origins lay elsewhere (see 
Stocking 1995:347-49 and Wise 1985:97-103) - soon led to a reduction in the contributions of the 
Australian states to the Sydney program, threatening the entire arrangement with the Rockefeller 
Foundation. 
Apparently, Murray was forwarded a copy of Radcliffe-Brown's letter-the first excerpted here 
-urging that the federal government make up the shortfall in state contributions, because "the three most 
important aspects of our work [at Sydney], namely the training of cadets and officers, the making of a 
scientific record of the Australian aborigines, and the study of the New Guinea natives with a view to 
providing the administration with the precise knowledge needed for the handling of practical problems, 
are all matters that concern the Commonwealth rather than the states" In the letter, Radcliffe-Brown 
suggested that, "if you consult some of the senior officers of Papua who have attended our short course ... 
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you would obtain from them strong statements of the value of the teaching we provide" (AA: Radcliffe-
Brown/McLaren 13 Aug 1930). Murray put this to the test, dispatching a circular questionnaire to senior 
district officers who had taken the course. The responses obtained, and Murray's discussion of them for 
the Commonwealth prime minister, are reproduced below. 
[From Radcliffe-Brown to J. G. McLaren. Secretary. Prime Minister's Department. Canberra. 
13/8/301 
... With regard to the training of officers of Papua and New Guinea, the three years in which we 
have been carrying out this work is not long enough to demonstrate its full value. You may remember 
that in the first conversation that I had with you, I asked for a period of seven years in which to show 
what anthropology could do on behalf of native administration. I think, however, that if you would 
consult some of the senior officers of Papua who have attended our short course, such as Humphries or 
Bastard, you would obtain from them strong statements of the value of the teaching we provide. 
Moreover, on the basis of the experience of three years, I am proposing to alter our courses next year 
in such a way as to adapt them even better than hitherto to the special needs of the cadets and officers 
of the Territories. 
In Great Britain the training of the officers of the African Colonies in anthropology is now 
regarded as an essential part of their preparation for the work of administration. During the past few 
years, the importance of anthropology in this connection has been increasingly recognized not only in 
Great Britain but also in France and Holland and by the League of Nations. All other Colonial powers 
are extending their work in this connection and it would be a great pity if Australia were to fall out of 
line .... 
We have also sent some research workers to New Guinea and their results when published will 
be of considerable value to the administration. We were planning to extend this work so as to institute 
a systematic sociological survey of the Mandated Territory, paying particular attention to subjects such 
as land tenure, the economics of native foods, depopulation and the influence of European contact on the 
native peoples. Some such systematic investigation is absolutely necessary to place the administration 
of New Guinea on a sound footing and the Government Anthropologist cannot possibly undertake more 
than a very small portion of what needs to be done. Moreover, the training that we can at present give 
to the cadets is not by any means what it should be because we have not as yet sufficient knowledge about 
the social systems of the peoples of New Guinea. As the results of scientific research become available, 
we can greatly improve the training that we offer to cadets and officers. . . . 
(from Murray to Resident Magistrates. November 12. 1930:1 
... (1) whether the course, apart from its general interest, has been of any assistance to [you] in 
the discharge of [your] duty; 
(2) if it has been of assistance, whether the assistance has been (a) general, as helping [you] to 
form a better idea of the general attitude of the native to the Government and European civilisation as 
they know it; or (b) particular, as helping [you] to come to a correct conclusion on problems which have 
actually arisen; , 
(3) if (b), state briefly the problems in which has helped [you], and how it has helped. 
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[From Sydney H. Chance. Assistant Resident Magistrate. Rigo. C.D. 27/12/30:1 
... [T]he Course I did at the Sydney University ... has helped me greatly in the discharge of my 
duties, more particularly in forming correct conclusions in the C.N.M. and also in the taxation field by 
enabling me to make more correct censuses than I have ever been able to before--compiling a census is 
NOT easy work as the uninitiated might be led to think, there is more in it than "putting down a list of 
names"[;] the family groups and relationships are to be considered. 
The course has been helpful in settling land disputes, and, in one case, that is where a mother 
claimed she did not want her daughter to marry a man on account of consanguinity, I was able, by 
making a chart of the people concerned, to prove that there was nothing to prevent the couple marrying. 
The real reason was the the mother was selfish and did not want to lose a garden worker. Of course I 
did not interfere, as it was a marriage proposition, but the problem was an interesting one. 
Although we had what Professor Brown called lectures in "Colonial Administration" I am afraid 
the course was not particularly helpful in giving me a better idea of the general attitude of the natives 
towards our adminstration. 
I will be perfectly frank and admit that the Course, by giving me a better knowledge of native 
customs, has tended to make me more lenient towards the natives, but His Excellency himself in one of 
his Circ. Instructions points out that magistrates are apt to worry too much about matters of no real 
import and that by doing so they may drive the natives into a phase of passive resistance. This is exactly 
my point. 
In conclusion I will say that I would like to do more study of Anthropology as a science as knowledge 
is no load to carry about and it cannot but help a person whose "job" is the control and management of 
primitive people-- There is the danger, of course, that one, when visiting interesting people, will do more 
anthropology than real work, but I should say that would even better than charging around the country 
doing five or six villages a day, if that is done I am sure that the residents must think we have no interest 
in them. 
[From A. C. Hall. Assistant Resident Magistrate. Losuia. Trobriands. 27/12/30:1 
... (i) Yes. 
(ii) General. 
I attended lectures at the Sydney University from 19th March to the 16th August, 1929, and 
consider it was time very well and profitably spent. ... 
[From Alex C. Rentoul. Resident Magistrate. Port Moresby. C.D. 28/1111930:1 
.. .I have given considerable thought to the questions contained therein, but to your Question (i) 
... I regret to have to reply in the negative. 
My disappointment with the course is mainly due to the fact that the Sydney Anthropological 
school under the direction of Professor Radcliffe Brown is primarily a Sociological school, and models 
itself upon the London school of Professor Malinowski. Before the course had proceeded far it became 
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apparent to me that the writings of MALINOWSKI and especially his investigations into that small 
portion of Papuan Melanesia, which he covered, are accepted by Radcliffe Brown with an unquestionable 
faith surprising in one who has not yet visited this Territory, or had any opportunity of checking the 
investigations of the Master in whom he so wholeheartedly believes. 
I am afraid when I set out I imagined I was about to enjoy a course of Anthropology more after 
the technological school, but in this I was grieviously disappointed. The Sydney school being a 
sociological school, the study of native society is its main passion. 
Apparently the Sydney school has very little sympathy in the work of the technologists--such as 
Haddon for instance, and those men who spend their days in the collection of data, the study of native 
customs, and in tracing the drift of cultures and that kind of thing. The subjects of housing, canoe 
building and agriculture interest this school but little. What they are interested in is the effect of such 
things upon Society. The description of a native ceremony such as a marriage or funeral, no matter how 
beautifully done, will fail to interest them unless one is also able to demonstrate to them the effect of such 
crises upon the social group. Useless it is to describe in detail the building of a canoe from the fall of 
the tree to the launching of the craft unless the psychological effect of each operation is carefully 
analysed. It gave me a saddening feeling that much of the work carried out so laborously by officers in 
the past has been quite useless, but when I went on and learnt to what extremes this school can go in the 
treatment of the subject, I changed my opinion. 
Broadly I think (I may be wrong of course), that the Sydney school, specializing as it does in 
Sociology is not the school best fitted to train or improve either officers or missionaries for work amongst 
Papuan tribes. Candidly I found the lectures of Radcliffe Brown more interesting than instructive. His 
studies of the South African tribes were most entertaining, and his explanation of the complicated social 
grouping of the Australian Aboriginees [sic] gave opportunity to this gifted lecturer to indulge in what 
I can only term mental acrobatics. 
I at least came away from these entertainments without feeling that I had learnt one scrap more 
about the Papuans or Melanesians than I already knew. 
To Dr. Firth, a New Zealander and graduate of London University, I think we "external students" 
were indebted for most of the knowledge we did absorb. To this lecturer was entrusted the difficult task 
of acting as a kind of bridge between the teaching we had missed and introducing us to that which was 
to come. As these "talks" took place in his own study we were able to come into closer touch with many 
subjects than we would otherwise have done. Dr. Firth is a very sincere and patient teacher, and I am 
grateful to him. 
My humble opinion is that the course might prove valuable to young cadets about to embark on 
work amongst a native people, whom up to the present they have been accustomed to look upon as mere 
"savages" or "heathen." To the fledglings of the 1st and 2nd year Arts it must be not only interesting, 
but also enlightening to hear that the majority of savages have their own "religious" beliefs, their moral 
codes, and are possessed of hundreds of tabus and interesting customs, the existence of which they (the 
students) had hitherto lived in ignorance. 
To the average intelligent officer working in the Papuan outback, and with a service of say 10 
to 15 years behind him, these things have, or should have, become as an open book, learnt in the hard 
routine of experience with natives amongst whom he has lived as magistrate, referee, helper, and amateur 
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medical man. By that experience he should have acquired much of the knowledge which is merely 
touched upon by Radcliffe Brown, and no matter how fascinated he might become by that Professor's 
lectures on more abstract subjects, I think he would find, as I did, that the extra knowledge acquired 
would hardly assist him in grappling the better with a land dispute at Hanuabada village, or in the 
bringing of a nervous tribe under comfortable Government control. 
I came from these lectures with a quantity of data enabling me at any time to set about the 
compilation of a complicated family tree showing the ramifications of the typical Papuan tribe. Without 
this preliminary step I was assured that I should never be able properly to grapple with the problems of 
any tribe amongst whom I should find myself. That was a saddening prediction, but fortunately I did not 
believe it. 
I am afraid that Professor Radcliffe Brown has no great admiration for the methods or results of 
this Administration. (I may be wrong in this, but I certainly gathered this idea). 
I rather sympathize with this Professor in his position. Surrounded as he is at present by an 
academic atmosphere, it is perhaps inevitable that he should assume a critical attitude towards those 
toiling in the field. I am afraid that this professor has become so facile in his single subject that he feels 
certain that, could he but spare the time to come and examine our native society, as Malinowski did that 
of the Trobriands, he could point out to us in a very short time the tremendous mistakes we have made. 
Perhaps, however, if Radcliffe Brown decided upon such a step, some little time spent amongst 
the lime stone ridges of Central Papua might give him an insight into the difficulties, which are quietly 
faced and overcome by an Administration, which is grappling successfully with realities, and which has 
not had much time to expend on the abstract questions of social anthropology. 
If it be not out of place in this letter, I would like to ask that if the exigencies of the service 
permit, I might be stationed for a time at Misima, as I would there find myself again within the field that 
Malinowski has covered, and I would like to examine at first hand some aspects of the KULA circle of 
wealth from another angle. That is, of course, after my work in Port Moresby has been completed .. 
[From W. R. Humphries. Resident Magistrate. N.E.D .. Cape Nelson. 16/12/30:1 
... (i) Yes; undoubtedly. 
(ii) I would not say that it has helped me to a clearer understanding of the attitude of the natives 
to the Government and civilisation. It has helped me rather to a better understanding of the natives 
attitude toward things native, towards his family, group, ancestors, relations, his duties and 
responsibilities. 
(iii) Yes, it has helped me particularly. 
In November of last year I was called upon to settle a dispute as to the ownership of certain sago 
trees near LEBAI. A. had planted on B's land. Years ago I should have been guided by European law. 
Now instead I tested what I had learned during the Course. I found that B having given A leave to plant 
the trees made A's title to them good, but only to the trees actually planted with permission--not to the 
trees growing about them by accident or design. 
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I was called upon recently to take action in connection with the offensive behaviour of some girls 
at NANIU Mission Station towards certain male relatives. A school girl had been mildly punished or 
was threatened with punishment (I forget which) if she persisted with such behaviour. I refused to 
interfere because I knew (thanks to the Course) of such a thing as joking relationship. Sexes of the same 
generation often abuse and joke at the expense of their relatives whom they must not marry. The school 
girl in question was related to her victim. The Missionary saw my point, said the practice was common 
(though it had not been understood) and that hence forth it would not be interdicted. I might mention 
that the men concerned never complain. · 
Two years ago at SINIFARA I was on the point of punishing a man who had wilfully destroyed 
a number of very fine coconut trees belonging to his father. I did not do so. I accepted the man's 
explanation that he had destroyed the trees because of his grief for his father who had recently died. I 
learned that it was the custom. I did not understand it thoroughly until I had taken the Course in 
Anthropology. It was a real problem until then. Now I don't worry about it. It is no more wasteful and 
expensive than European funerals. If the trees were not cut down ... , discontent would go unassuaged. 
The point now is how much harm done, how much good. I endeavour to keep the destruction within 
bounds by suitable suggestions. 
These three instances come readily to mind. But I am using the knowledge I gained during the 
Course in connection with other problems active at present--incarceration of widows, establishment of 
friendly relations between hostile groups, e.g. BARUGA and the so called DORIRI. 
And with regard to (ii) I must say that what is helping me to a clearer understanding of the 
attitude of the natives toward the Government are the Conferences or Coucnil Meetings that I am holding 
or arranging throughout the Division. I have just returned from several very successful meetings on the 
north-coast. Through these council meetings I have learned in six months more than I learned in six 
years formerly on this subject--the attitude of the native towards the Government and civilisation .... 
[From Leo Austen. Resident Magistrate. Kikori district] 
... (i) Yes 
(ii. a) ... 1 am rather chary of believing that I understand or have a better idea of the general 
attitude of the native towards the Govt. and European civilization. I think since taking the course I am 
inclined to believe that I know less of this attitude than I thought I did previously. 
(b) Yes; Matrimonial troubles (out of Court) Civil Claims and sometimes Court evidence. This 
is rather vague, but the main help has been to know when lies are being told or when a custom is being 
twisted to suit one of the parties. In general administration a knowledge of anthropology helps me in 
issuing orders and seeing they do not clash with native custom, when such is harmless, e.g. an order is 
issued to repair or build a dubu. Later the dubu on next visit is found incompleted. Natives say they 
have been dancing. Naturally on the face of it this would seem rank disobedience. In reality, no. The 
dance may have been something special that rendered it impossible to repair the dubu until such had been 
finished or the dance might have been held elsewhere on account of its sacredness. Both were reasonable 
excuses, when one delved, but unless one did probably all the information obtained was "Oh, we have 
been to a dance". This is only one example. 
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[From E.M. Bastard. Resident Magistrate, Northern Division. 8/12/301 
... the course has been of general assistance to me in my dealing with the natives, it has been a 
decided help in settling the numerous troubles brought before one, which come under the heading of Civil 
Claims, and, when one has referred to a Councillor or elderly man for "custom" in a certain case, with 
the slight knowledge of Anthropology obtained, one has had confidence or otherwise in the reply. I have 
been able to read Anthropological works in connection with Papua more intelligently than previously. 
I now realise that all ritual has some significance and most probably a definite purpose, also, the fact that 
houses are round or square, village laid out in streets, or forming a circle, etc. etc. did not convey to me 
previously that there was possibly a reason for same. I cannot say that the Course has so far helped me 
to come to a correct solution on any particular problem, but, would quote that when Ex. V. C. SIRIRIBA 
of SINEMI sent his equipment to BUNA by his brother, who stated that the wife of SIRIRIBA had died, 
and that SIRIRIBA had gone into seclusion for some months, I realised the native's point of view and 
accepted the action as his resignation, whereas, possibly without the slight knowledge of Anthropology 
one might not have understood the position so thoroughly 
[From Lieutenant-Governor J. H. P. Murray, Port Moresby, to The Prime Minister of the 
Commonwealth, Canberra, 9/2/31] 
.. .I think that, taking the answers generally, one may come to the conclusion that the Course has 
been beneficial to the majority of the officers; though not so beneficial as some of the more enthusiastic 
devotees of anthropology might have expected. It will be seen that Mr. Humphries is the only one who 
gives concrete instances of cases where a knowledge of anthropology has helped him; and the instances 
he gives can not be taken very seriously. Everyone in the services knows that our law does not apply 
to native land, and that one man may own the land and another the coconuts growing on it; so that, when 
land is bought, the owner of the coconuts must often be paid as well as the owner of the land. Mr. 
Humphries (whom I have seen since) admits that he knew this, but he says that the existence of what he 
calls "joking relationships" was unknown to him before he attended the Course. This is surprising--! 
thought that everyone knew of this--but of course I accept Mr. Humphries' statement. 
The third instance hardly supports his contention; for he decided the case, and decided it rightly, 
before he went to the Course. Any one in the service would have decided in the same way, quite apart 
from any knowledge of anthropology. 
Mr. Austen gives a good example of how a knowledge of anthropology might assist an Officer, 
in the instance of the dubu which remained unfinished on account of a dance. An impatient and 
inexperienced officer might in such a case make a mistake from which a knowledge of anthropology 
might save him. 
Mr. Chance did not find the lecture on colonial adminstration very helpful, but that is not 
surprising, as the Professor has, I think, had no experience of administration. I think that the others did 
not attend these lectures. Some of the officers say that they learned nothing about Papuan customs that 
they did not know before, but it was not thought that they would. It would be too much to expect the 
Professor to have detailed information about all the varying details of Papuan life; all that was expected 
was that he would give officers a general knowledge of his subject, so as to put them on their inquiry 
about native customs which they otherwise might miss. It was hoped also that the course would lead 
officers to take a broader view of native life, and to adopt a more lenient attitude, generally. And this 
hope has been realized. 
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Some years ago I issued a circular as follows: "Unnecessary interference with native life should 
be avoided. Continual fussing over matters which are really of no great importance may drive the 
harassed native into an attitude of passive resistance from which it may take long to dislodge him." 
Mr. Chance pays me the compliment of saying that the lesson which I tried to convey in this 
Circular was the same as that which was conveyed to him by the Course. 
On the other hand, Mr. Rentoul, who is one of the best of our Magistrates, has no good word 
to say of the Course; he derived no benefit from it, though he found it interesting, as indeed, from the 
personality of the Professor, it must have been. The precise nature of Mr. Rentoul's objections to the 
Course is not quite clear to me, but I think that they are connected with a new development which is 
called, I believe, "functional anthropology", and of which Professor Malinowski, Professor Radcliffe-
Brown, and anthropologists of the younger school as e. g. Captain Pitt Rivers and Mr. Fortune, are 
supporters. The functional anthropologists give up the attempt to guess at the origins of any particular 
culture, and confine themselves to the study of the culture and its functions as it exists at the present day. 
And in this they seem to me to act very sensibly, as I think Mr. Rentoul would agree. 
But the functional anthropologist goes further than this. He studies the function of each element 
of the culture and finds (as he very well may) that even the most unpromising have, or, in certain 
conditions, might have, a germ of good; and then he makes what I venture to consider a fatal mistake, 
for he leaves the sphere of anthropology and enters that of administration, and demands from the 
administrator that certain cultural element should remain undisturbed. An anthropologist has of course 
as much right of criticism as any one else, but when he has left his own sphere he has no right to lay 
down the law; and this is just what some anthropologists fail to recognize .... 
An extremist of the school which I have mentioned might demand that head hunting should 
continue, for head hunting has in many places been a strong influence for tribal cohesion, and its 
suppression has been regarded as one of the main factors in the depopulation of Melanesia; and, by the 
exercise of a little ingenuity, a good case might be made out for cannibalism as well. I am not aware 
that any of these anthropologists have actually gone as far as this, but they are all, I think, strong 
supporters of sorcery--and by sorcery I mean "black magic" --not harmless garden, hunting and fishing 
magic, but magic carried out with the intent to cause death and bodily harm. The argument is that the 
fear of sorcery may sometimes have a good effect as a deterrent; this may be true, though I must confess 
that I have never come across any evidence of it, but our reply is that it is, much more often, a very great 
evil. Half the cases of murder that come before the Central Court have sorcery at the bottom of them. 
But I do not think that the younger men bother at all about good or ill effects. Here is the account 
given by our anthropologist, Mr. Williams, of Mr. Fortune's views on sorcery: 
He is ready to admit that it (sorcery) is a bad thing, but I do not think that aspect of the matter 
troubles him in the least--as why should it of course? He takes the anthropologist's point of view 
pure and simple; he is interested in sorcery as it exists; and candidly I think he has given very 
little thought as to the means or even the expediency of getting rid of it. 
I do not think that it can be necessary to defend our action in punishing sorcery; the Regulation 
was originally passed by Sir William MacGregor, and must be approved by any administrator with 
experience of Papuan conditions--in fact it has been selected for special approval by a very learned 
anthropologist [C. G. Seligman] in a recent volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica .... But Professors 
Brown and Malinowski would probably disapprove of it--in fact I know tht the latter does. So it is 
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probably true, as Mr. Rentoul says, that the Professor has not a very high opinion of our administration 
in Papua, and his disapproval would extend also, I presume, to the Mandated Territory and all the other 
numerous colonies and territories where sorcery is punished. 
It would of course be regrettable if the exposition by the Professor of his administrative opinions 
made our Officers discontented with the Papuan administration; but I do not think that this is likely, even 
assuming that Mr. Rentoul, out of deference to the Professor, is understating the case. Our Officers will 
realise that the Professor is, in matters of administration, only an amateur, though doubtless a very highly 
gifted amateur, and one endowed with an extraordinarily picturesque style of self-expression, and it is 
improbable that they would ever think of accepting his views in preference to those of the Papuan 
Government. 
Consequently I do not think that any obstacle should be put in the way of Officers wishing to 
attend these lectures; on the contrary I think it is a good thing that they should attend--but not young 
Officers. This was my original impression and it has been strengthened by the opinions expressed by Mr. 
Humpries and Mr. Bastard. It is their opinion, and mine also, that the effect of the Course might be to 
turn him from an administrative officer into an anthropologist--which is just what we want to avoid. 
The attacks made upon this administration by Captain Pitt Rivers and by Mr. Fortune will 
doubtless be remembered. The ground of their criticism was that they looked upon administration as 
practical anthropology, to be judged as good or bad according to anthropological standards. This is I think 
the view also of Professor Radcliffe-Brown. 
But it is a claim that no administrator can admit for a moment. M. Beau, in delivering the report 
of the Mandates Commission in the Tanganyika case, gave expression to a statement which is surely self 
evident, namely that "the maintenance of order isthe first duty of the Governor", and M. Orts, in the 
same case, declares that the maintenance of order is the essential condition of all forms of freedom. And 
of course without order all pretence at administration becomes impossible. Order is the keystone of all 
government; but anthropology has no particular concern with the maintenance of order. How then can 
it be maintained that native administration is merely a form of anthropology? 
Next in importance to the maintenance of order comes the care of public health, the sanitation 
of the villages, the prevention of disease and so forth, but this is the task of medical science, not of 
anthropology. And so on with education and many other matters. Indeed I do not know that I can put 
my contention better than in quoting the words of our Government Anthropologist [F. E. Williams]: "But, 
at any rate, against extinction there are still the other remedies to try--improved garden-culture, diet, 
competitive enterprise and games, mothercraft, medical attention, medical investigation, &c." Not one 
of these has any connection with anthropology. 
No one has admitted more readily than myself the great help that anthropology can give to 
administration; what I wish to protest against, and what appears to me really dangerous, is the attempt 
of the former to usurp the sphere that belongs of right to the latter. It must be remembered that 
anthropology is quite a new science, and that its methods are still tentative and its principles unsettled. 
Fifty years ago the science of anthropology was hardly known. There is, I believe, a French proverb 
which warns us of the danger of trusting a science which has not "had time to grow a beard", and though 
anthropology has perhaps had time to grow its beard, the beard is not a very full one, and "functional" 
anthropology can have no beard at all. Certainly the science of anthropology in general and possibly 
even this particular school of anthropology may be of great value in their own sphere, but they cannot 
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be allowed to encroach upon the province of administration. In administration the stakes for which we 
play are too high to allow of experiment and chance work--for they are nothing less than the lives and 
the happiness of our fellow men; so while we welcome very warmly all the help that anthropologists can 
give us, we can not submit to their dictation. 
It is our duty to advance not only the "well being" but also the development of the native race 
(Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations), and it seems obvious that their development must 
involve the gradual disappearance of many of their customs, for, as Lord Lugard has said, "no one would 
wish to perpetuate the conditions of tribal life." In the December number of "Man" there appears an 
address by this very high authority, in which he speaks particularly of the help that anthropology can give 
in discovering the existence of customary laws, which, he says, are often hidden from sight by the white 
man's laws which are piled on top of them. Probably all Government Officers in all British colonies and 
territories are instructed to give effect to native custom, but when native custom lies hidden away so 
carefully it must be very difficult to find. And in the search anthropology may help most materially. 
But anthropology must be content with discovering the custom and explaining its reason and its 
application; it is for the administrator, and not for the anthropologist, to decide whether the custom is 
worth preserving. The anthropologist may of course criticise; but he must not sit in judgment. 
And on this point I do not think I can do better than repeat the words of Mr. F .K Williams: 
"I believe that the anthropologist almost always becomes imbued with a real regard for native 
welfare, though his view point is often remote from those of either Government or Mission. The 
only thing to do is to stress his opinions and to try and make converts; though of course, on the 
other hand, he should be prepared to see points of view other than his own, and not bank too 
securely on anthropological infallibility. There are often enough aspects of a practical question 
that will entirely escape the scientific specialist. I have been told to my face that anthropologists 
are. largely deficient in one important quality--viz. common sense, and I am bound to think that 
there is often something to the charge." 
The principles of the "functional school" if pressed to their logical conclusion must end in a 
refusal to admit "that the white race can under any circumstances govern the black or the brown--that the 
two cultures are so widely different that any contact between them is impossible, unless it is to result in 
the oppression and final disappearance of the latter under the influence of the former." I have dealt with 
this before in my dispatch ... of 24th May, 1928. Admittedly it is true that, as Sir Charles Eliot said, 
"when white and black meet white mates black in a very few moves", but it is the duty of the 
Government to help black against his more skilful opponent, and to develop his powers until he reaches 
a position more near to equality. To do this demands the abolition of many customs, and involves the 
gradual disappearance of many more, including some which we should like to preserve. 
The argument that, because native administration is difficult, it is therefore impossible, is one 
which is confuted by numerous and striking examples. A man sitting in a library can, if he takes enough 
time and trouble, prove that motion is impossible; but when he gets up and goes to his dinner his action 
refutes his argument. So an anthropologist may prove to his own satisfaction that native administration 
is impossible, but the facts contradict him, and I have noticed that anthropolgists (with the exception of 
Dr. Wirz) always seek for their investigations a district in which Government influence has been long 
and firmly established. 
"Mr. Fortune talks against the Government and the Mission," said a native to the Head of the 
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Methodist Mission, "but if it were not for the Government and the Mission we would have killed and 
eaten him long ago." 
While there are many things that could be said about these documents, one notable aspect is a 
pattern of cross-purposes centering around the issue of cultural preservation versus social change--cross-
purposes marked by a disjunction in the temporal priority or intervention and research, by a reciprocal 
implication of gross amateurism, and by an unexpected inversion of moral/ideological/political import. 
Although three of Murray's six administrators had published ethnographic observations (Austen 1923; 
Bastard 1922; Rentoul 1922)--and Rentoul would later dispute Malinowski on physiological paternity 
(1932)--for Radcliffe-Brown, they were clearly amateurs when it came to anthropology. From his point 
of view, the "satisfactory control of social change" was dependent on a prior "skilled systematic 
investigation" by "the trained scientist" (1931:271, 277). At nearly every juncture, he used colonial 
concerns as a means to advance his own professional research agenda, which was modeled on "the ideal 
of the experimental sciences" with their "laboratory methods"(1931: 277-78); what he offered in return 
was a promissory note of future utility. From Murray's point of view, however, it was Radcliffe-Brown 
who was the amateur, who had neither "experience of administration" nor of Papuan customs. 
Furthermore, some of his functionalist "supporters" (notably George Pitt-Rivers and Reo Fortune) seemed 
to Murray little better than cranks, whose ability to function ethnographically was dependent on the 
abolition of the very customs whose function they defended. Murray appreciated that anthropology might 
encourage officers "to take a broader view," and adopt "a more lenient attitude." But he worried that 
anthropological training might distort administrative priorities--especially in the case of impressionable 
young cadet officers. And he was concerned lest anthropologists usurp control over administrative 
decisions regarding social change, which could not await the promised payoff of research, but had to be 
dealt with in the here and now. Nor should "our fellow men"--the administered natives--be subjected to 
novel theories merely for science's sake: "in administration the stakes for which we play are too high to 
allow of experiment." In this context, we encounter a striking inversion of present day expectations 
concerning the relations of functional anthropology and colonialism. Whereas Radcliffe-Brown, in the 
Brisbane address Murray had heard, questioned the right of the British empire to "exercise control over 
[the] destinies of the peoples of India and Africa" (1931 :279), Murray felt that "the principles of the 
'functional school,' if pressed to their logical conclusion, must end in a refusal to admit 'that the white 
race can under any circumstances govern the black or the brown. . . . '" Rather than serving as the 
handmaiden of colonialism, Murray feared that it might prove a hindrance. 
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SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF ANTIIROPOLOGY 
Mrs. Uhlenbeck's Blackfeet Fieldnotes. Mrs. C. C. Uhlenbeck accompanied her linguist husband in 
his fieldwork, June-September 1911, on the Blackfeet Reservation in Montana. Six notebooks of her 
journal, in Dutch, are in the Glenbow Archives, Calgary, Alberta: #M8116, "Blackfoot reservation 
Donderdag 8 Juni-Zondag 17 September 191 L" On July 10, she recorded the shotgun suicide of D. C. 
Duvall, Wissler's Piegan collaborator, which occurred on the last day of the Sun Dance [Medicine 
Lodge]. On the same day she records a conversation with Mr. and Mrs. George Bird Grinnell, and the 
grueling buggy trip to Joe Tatsey's allotment on Badger Creek. Anybody who reads Dutch and has the 
time to translate this unique journal would be doing a real service to ethnohistory. Mrs. Uhlenbeck's 
handwriting is quite legible and her Dutch is colloquial but educated [contributed by Alice Kehoe]. 
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
Anita Herle (Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology) is co-ordinating 
a research project involving a publication and exhibition to mark the centenary of the Cambridge 
Expedition to the Torres Straits led by A. C. Haddon in 1898, including interdisiciplinary papers on the 
Expedition and its legacies. 
John P. Jackson (History of Science and Technology, University of Minnesota) is pursuing a 
dissertation on the research and advocacy of social scientists (including Robert Redfield) active in the 
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund's campaign to desegregate public schools, culminating in the 
Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Topeka Board of Education. 
Paul Kramer (History, Princeton) is working on a study of anthropology in the Philippines during 
the early United States Occupation, 1898-1919, treating the collaboration and conflict between scholars 
and officials, the inheritance and transformation of the discipline in its movement to the Pacific, and links 
between government and science in Progressive America and the colonies. 
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Marianne Kinkel (Art History, University of Texas, Austin) is beginning research on a 
dissertation entitled "Sculpting 'Racial Types': Malvina Hoffman, Physical Anthropology, and the Field 
Museum's Hall of the Races of Mankind." As a study of "race" in early 20th century American visual 
culture, the dissertation will explore the interplay of aesthetic ideas and physical anthropology (Hoffman 
was a follower of Rodin, but consulted anthropologists in the United States, Britain, and France). 
Stephen Nash (Anthropology, University of Arizona) is pursuing doctoral research on the 
development of dendroarcheological research in the period 1920-50, in the work of a small cohort of 
students of A.E. Douglass, based on an analysis of archival material in the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 
Research, the Museum of Northern Arizona, the Laboratory of Anthropology, and the Gila Pueblo 
Archaeological Foundation, as well as the manuscripts of individual researchers (including Florence 
Hawley Ellis, James Louis Giddings and others). 
Sandra Rouse (Social Anthropology, University of Cambridge) is currently completing a 
dissertation on A. C. Haddon and the development of social anthropology as a discipline at Cambridge 
University. 
George Stocking (Anthropology, University of Chicago) is undertaking research on anthropology 
in the United States during the post-World War II period (1945-1970), in the form of a series of 
biographically and topically focussed essays, to be collected in a volume to be titled Anthropology 
Yesterday (with the Wenner-Gren Symposium of 1952 in mind). 
Tracy Teslow (History, University of Chicago) is pursuing a dissertation project on "Representing 
Race to the Public: Physical Anthropology in American Natural History Museums, 1917-1933," 
comparing the "Races of Mankind" exhibit at the Field Museum with similar efforts at the American 
Museum of Natural History and the U.S. National Museum in Washington, D. C. 
BffiLIOGRAPHICA ARCANA 
I. The History of Anthropology in Europe 
The August 1995 number of the Mitteilungen der Arbeitsgruppe Geschichte der Ethnologie of the 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir VOlkerkunde, edited by Adam Jones, of the Institut fiir Afrikanistik, U niversiHit 
Leipzig (FAX 0341-97-37-048), contains a listing of 140 items published since 1992. 
The July 1995 number of volume 24 of Ethnologie francaise, edited by Loux and 
Cristina Papa, contains 12 articles on various aspects of the history of anthropology in Italy. 
II. Recent Dissertations 
(Ph.D. except where otherwise indicated) 
Jorge Caiiizares-Esguerra (Assistant Professor, Illinois State University, Normal) has recently 
completed a dissertation entitled "Historical Criticism and the 'Dispute of the New World': The 
Reconstruction of the Amerindian Past in Europe and Mexico, 1750-1800" (University of Wisconsin, 
Madison). 
Marilyn Norcini recently completed a dissertation entitled "Edward P. Dozier: A history of Native 
American discourse in anthropology" (University of Arizona, 1995) 
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Ph. M. Zerilli completed a dissertation entitled "Aile origini dell' ethnologia francese. Elementi 
per una biografia intellettuale diP. Rivet (University of Rome, 1994) 
III. Recent Work by Subscribers 
[Except in introducing new subscribers, for whom we will include one or two orienting items, "recent" 
means within the last two years. Note that we do not list "forthcoming" items. To be certain of dates 
and page numbers, please wait until your works have actually appeared before sending copies (preferably) 
or citations in the style used in History of Anthropology and most anthropological journals] 
Bieder, Robert. 1995. Native American communities in Wisconsin. 1600-1960: A study of tradition and 
change Madison: University of Wisconsin Press. 
Blanckaert, Claude. 1994. Des sauvages en pays civilis e. L' anthropologie des criminels ( 1850-1900), 
Histoire de Ia criminologie, L. Mucchielli, ed., 55-88. Paris: L'Harmattan. 
---------· 1994. La mesure de l'intelligence. Jeux des forces vitales et reductionnisme 
cerebral seton les anthropologues. fran9ais (1860-1880). Ludus Vitalis. Revista de filosoffa de las 
ciencias de Ia vida 2(#3):35-68. 
---------· 1995. La question du singe et l'ordre des Primates a Ia Societe d' 
Anthropologie de Paris (1865-1870). In Ape. Man. Apeman: Changing views since 1600, ed. 
R. Corbey & B. Theunnisen, 117-37. Leiden: Leiden University. 
---------· 1995. Fondements disciplinaires de l'anthropologie fran9aise au XIXe siecle. 
Perspectives historiographiques. Politix 29:31-54. 
---------· 1995. L'esclavage des Noirs et l'ethnographie americaine: le point de vue de 
Paul Broca en 1858. In Nature. Histoire. Societe. Essais en hommage a Jacques Roger, ed. C. 
Blanckaert et al., 391-417. Paris: Klincksieck. 
---------· 1995. Les archives du genre humain. Approches reflexives en histoire des 
sciences anthropologiques. Postscript to reprint edition of Michele Duchet, Anthropologie et 
histoire au siecle des Lumieres, 565-608. Paris: Albin Michel. 
Corbey, Raymond. 1993. Ethnographic showcases, 1870-1930. Cultural Anthropology 8:338-69. 
---=------=---· 1995. Explaining human origins. An archeaeological dialogue with Wiktor 
Stoczkowski. Archaeological Dialogues 2 (Jan). 
Hildebrandt, Hans-Jiirgen 1996. Selbstwahrnehmung und Fremderfahrung. Ethnologisch-soziologische 
Beitrlige zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte und Theorienbildung. Mammendorf: Septem Artes Verlag. 
Kehoe, Alice. 1994. Rebuttal [to B. Trigger, On giving Lubbock his due]. Current Anthropology 35:47-
48. 
_____ . 1995. Processual and postprocessual archaeology: A brief critical review. In Beyond 
subsistence: Plains archaeology and the postprocessual critique, ed. P. Duke & M. C. Wilson, 
19-27. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press. 
Kennedy, Kenneth A. R. 1994. When the wild Veddas came to Edinburgh: A nineteenth century episode 
in the development of Sri Lankan palaeoanthropology. In From Sumar to Meluhha: 
Contributions to the archaeology of South and West Asia in memory of George F. Dales. Jr., ed. 
J. M. Kenoyer, 281-313. Madison: Wisconsin Archaeology Reports 3. 
-----------· 1995. The legacy of Sir William Jones: Natural history, anthropology, 
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archaeology. In Objects of Enquiry: The life. contributions and influence of Sir William Jones, 
ed. G. Cannon, 116-28. New York: New York University Press. 
Lieberman, Leonard, Andrew Lyons & Harriet Lyons. 1995. An interview with Ashley Montagu. Current 
Anthropology 36:835-43. 
Meltzer, David. 1995. Clocking the first Americans. Annual Review of Anthropology 24:21-45. 
Pinsky, Valerie & Alison Wylie, eds. Critical traditions in contemporary archaeology. Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press. 
Richling, Barnett. 1995. Applied anthropology and aboriginal peoples in Canada, 1910-1939. Australian-
Canadian Studies 13(1):49-62. 
--------· 1995. Politics, bureaucracy, and Arctic archaeology in Canada, 1910-39. Arctic 
48(2): 109-17. 
Stocking, Jr. G.W. 1995. After Tylor: British social anthropology, 1888-1951. Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press. 
Vermeulen, Han F. 1994. "History of Anthropology in Europe: the role of EASA I L'Histoire de 
l'anthropologie en Europe: le role d'EASA". In: Claude Blanckaert (ed.), Bulletin d'information 
de la Societe francaise pour l'histoire des sciences de l'homme CSFHSH) (Paris), No. 10, Octobre 
1994, pp. 21-23. 
_______ 1994. "Proischozdenije i institulinozacija ponjatij 'Volkerkunde' (1771-1843). 
Vozniknovenije i razvitije ponjatij 'VOlkerkunde', 'Ethnographie', 'Volkskunde' i 'Ethnologie' 
v konce XVIII. i nacale XIX. vekov v Evrope i SSA)." [Paper presented to the Workshop on 
'The History of European Anthropology' at the second biennial EASA Conference in Prague, 28-
31 August 1992]. Etnograficeskoje obozrenije (Moscow), 1994(4): 101-09. 
IV. Suggested by our Readers 
[Although the subtitle does not indicate it, the assumption here is the same as in the preceding section: 
we list "recent" work--i.e., items appearing in the last several years. Entries without initials were 
contributed by G.W.S. 
Occasionally, readers call our attention to errors in the entries, usually of a minor typographical 
character. Typing the entries is a burdensome task (undertaken normally by G.W.S.), and under the 
pressure of getting HAN out, some proofreading errors occasionally slip by. For these we offer a blanket 
apology, but will not normal! y attempt corrections. 
Once again, we call attention to the listings in the Bulletin of the History of Archaeology, the 
entries in the annual bibliographies of Isis, and those in the Bulletin d'information de la SFHSH [Societe 
francaise pour l'histoire des sciences de l'homme]--each of which takes information from HAN, as we 
do from them--but only some of which is included here.] 
Bates, R. H. et al.,eds. 1993. Africa and the disciplines: The contributions of research in Africa to the 
social sciences and the humanities. University of Chicago Press. 
Bauman, Richard. 1993. The nationalization and internationalization of folklore: The case of 
Schoolcraft's "Gitshee Gauzinee." Western Folklore 52:247-69. 
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------::--. 1994. Representing Native American oral narrative: The textual practices of Henry Rowe Schoolcraft. Pragmatics 5: 167-83. 
Behar, Ruth & Deborah Gordon, eds. 1995. Women writing culture. Berkeley: University of California 
Press [section "Another history, another canon" contains essays on Parsons, Benedict, Deloria, 
Hurston, Landes, Mead, Myerhoft]. 
Borneman, John. 1995. American anthropology as foreign policy. American Anthropologist 97:663-72. 
Bush, A. L. & L.C. Mitchell. 1994. The photograph and the American Indian. Princeton. 
Carrier, James G., ed. 1995. Occidentalism: Images of the West. Oxford University Press. 
Chevalier, J-L, M. Colin & A. Thompson. 1994. Barbares et sauvages: Images et reflets dans la 
culture occidentale. Caen: Presses Universitaires de Caen. 
Clark, J.D. 1994. Digging on: A personal record and appraisal of archaeological research in Africa and 
elsewhere. Annual Review of Anthropology 23: 1-23. 
Centlivres, P. & Ph. Vaucher. 1994. Les tribulations d'un ethnographe en Suisse. Arnold van Gennep a Neufchiitel (1912-1915) Gradhiva #15 
Davis, Carolyn O'Bagy. 1995. Treasured earth: Hattie Cosgrove's Mimbres archaeology in the American 
Southwest. Tucson: Sanpete Publications [R.B. W.] 
Dawson, H.J. 1993. E. B. Tylor's theory of survivals and Veblen's social criticism. Journal of the 
History of Ideas 54:489-504. 
Desjarden, J. P. 0. 1992. Occultism and the ethnographic I: The exoticizing of magic from Durkheim 
to postmodern anthropology. Critique of Anthropology 12:5-25. 
De Laguna, Frederica. 1994. Some early circumpolar studies. In T. Irimoto & T. Yamada, eds. 
Circumpolar religion and ecology: An anthropology of the north, 7-44. University of Tokyo 
Press [B.R.] 
Dow, James R. & Hannjost Lixfeld, eds. & translators. 1994. The Nazification of an academic 
discipline: Folklore in the Third Reich. Indiana University Press. [essays by German and Austrian 
Scholars] 
. Folklore and facism: The Reich Institute for German Volkskunde. 
Indiana University Press. 
Dubow, Saul. 1995. Scientific racism in modern South Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
Elliott, Melinda. 1995. Great excavations: Tales of early southwestern archaeology. 1888-1939. Santa 
Fe: School of American Research Press [R.B.W.] 
Fleming, P., Luskey, R & J.L 1993. Grand endeavors in American Indian photography. Washington: 
Smithsonian Institution. 
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Foulkes, R. A. 1994/5. Elder views: Lobsang Rigdol (formerly Colin M. Turnbull): An introduction. 
Bulletin of NASA [National Association of Student Anthropologists] 9(4)10-13 [includes 
"Anthropology and humanity," an autobiographical account by Rigdol!Turnbull--D.R.G.] 
Friedl, Ernestine. 1995. The life of an academic: A personal record of a teacher, administrator, and 
anthropologist. Annual Review of Anthropology 24:1-19. 
Gonzales, Roberto, Laura Nader, & C. Jay Ou. 1995. Between two Poles: Bronislaw Malinowski, 
Ludwik Fleck, and the Anthropology of Science. Current Anthropology 36:866-69 {D.R.G.] 
Goody, Jack. 1995. The expansive moment: Anthropology in Britain and Africa. 1918-1970. Cambridge 
University Press. 
Grant, Nicole. 1995. From Margaret Mead's field notes: What counted as 'sex' in Samoa? American 
Anthropologist 97:678-82. 
Groenen, M. 1994. Pour une histoire de Ia prehistoire. Le paleolithique. Grenoble:Jerome Millon. 
Hall, C. 1993. 'From Greenland's ice mountains ... to Afric's golden sand': Ethnicity, race and nation 
in mid-19th-century England. Gender History 5:212-30. 
Harries-Jones, Peter. 1995. A recursive vision: Ecological understanding and Gregory Bateson. 
University of Toronto Press. 
Harris, David R. 1995. The archaeology of V. Gordon Childe: Contemporary perspectives. London: 
University College. [See also informative review by Andrew Sherratt, TLS 10/20/1995, p. 15--
W.C.S.] 
Hauschild, Thomas, ed. 1995. Lebenslust und Fremdenfurcht. Ethnologie im Dritten Reich. Frankfurt 
a.M.: Suhrkamp Verlag 1995 [seven essays, with introduction, and an annotated list compiled 
by Berthold Riese of no fewer than 70 ethnologists from Germany and Austria who were exiled 
or persecuted during the Nazi period (cf. Anthropos 86:576-80)--H.F.V.] 
Hernandez, Gonzales, P. J. & E. Masiques Sanchez, 1994. La institucionalizaci6n de los estudios 
antropologicos en Cuba (1875-1903). Asclepio 46:221-42. 
Jacks, Philip. 1993. The antiquarian and the myth of antiquity: The origins of Rome in Renaissance 
thought. Cambridge University Press. 
Jonaitis, Aldana, ed. 1994. Franz Boas on Native American art. Seattle: University of Washington Press. 
Kawada, Minoru. 1993. The origin of ethnography in Japan: Yanagita Kunia and his times. London, 
New York: Kegan Paul International. 
Krasnovskaya, N.A. 1995. K istorii Etnografischeskoi Nauki v Italii. Etnografischeskoe Obozrenie 
#3:133-49. Moscow [On the history of ethnography in Italy, antiquity to the present--W.C.S.] 
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Leys, Ruth. 1993. Mead's voices: Imitation as foundation, or, the struggle against mimesis. Critical 
Inquiry 19:277-307. 
Linimayr, Peter. 1994. Wiener VOlkerkunde im Nationalsozialismus. Ansatze zu einer NS-Wissenschaft. 
Frankfurt: Peter Lang 1994, 243 pp. [Published version of detailed MA thesis on ethnology 
during the Nazi period at the University and Ethnological Museum of Vienna--H.F.V.]. 
Loizos, Peter. 1993. Innovation in ethnographic film: From innocence to self-consciousness. 1955-1985. 
University of Chicago Press. 
Lott, T. L. 1992-93. DuBois on the invention of race. Philosophical Forum 24: 166-87. 
Lubbers, Klaus. 1994. Born for the shade: Stereotypes of the Native American in United States literature 
and the visual arts. 1776-1894. Amsterdam Monographs in American Studies #3. 
Lutkehaus, Nancy C. 1995. Zaria's fire: Engendered moments in Manam ethnography. Durham, North 
Carolina: Carolina Academic Press [with reference to 1930s fieldwork of Camilla Wedgwood] 
MacClancy, Jeremy. 1995. Brief encounter: The meeting in Mass-Observation of British surrealism and 
popular anthropology. Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 1:495-512. 
MacKenzie, lain, ed. Archaeological theory: Progress or posture? Aldershot: Avebury Press. 
Malchow, H.L. 1993. Frankenstein's monster and images of race in 19th-century Britain. Past and 
Present 139:90-130. 
Markley, R. 1993. Fallen languages: Crises of representation in Newtonian England. 1660-1740. Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press. 
Oyuela-Caycedo, Augusto. 1994. History of Latin American Archaeology. Aldershot: Avebury Press. 
Piitzstiick, Lothar. 1995. 'Symphonie in Moll'. Julius Lips und die Kolner Volkerkunde. Pfaffenweiler: 
Centaurus (Kulturen in Wandel 4) [PhD dissertation at the University of Cologne on connections 
between Julius Lips and ethnology during the nazi period in Koln--H.F. V .] 
Robinson, Clayton. 1993 J.C. Boileau Grant: Anatomist extraordinary. Markham, Ont.: Fitzhenry & 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I. History of anthropology in Europe 
At the fourth biannual conference of EASA (European Association of Social Anthropologists) held at 
Barcelona, 12-15 July 1996, sessions on the history of anthropology will be organised for the fourth time, 
this time again in connection with the History of European Anthropology Network (HEAN), established 
in Prague in 1992. Proposals have been made by Jan de Wolf, secretary of HEAN, as well as by Jan van 
Bremen (Leiden) and Levent Soysal (Berlin). The theme will be "Beyond the Canon: Alternative Histories 
of Anthropology." Write to: Dr. Jan de Wolf, Department of Cultural Anthropology, University of 
Utrecht, PO Box 80.140, 3508 TC Utrecht, The Netherlands; tel. +31-30-2531950; fax: +31-30-
2534666; E-mail: wolf@fsw.ruu.nl (from 1.1.1996: j.dewolf@fsw.ruu.nl). 
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II. History of Anthropology: Forthcoming Volume and Calls for Participation in Volumes Planned 
HOA 8: Volksgeist as Method and Ethic: Essays on Boasian Ethnography and the German 
Anthropological Tradition 
The long delayed eighth volume in the series is now in press and will be available in the spring 
of 1996. It will include essays by Matti Bunzl ("Franz Boas and the Humboldtian Tradition: From 
Volksgeist and Nationalcharacter to an Anthropological Concept of Culture"); Benoit Massin ("From 
Virchow to Fischer: Physical Anthropology and 'Modern Race Theories' in Wilhelmine Germany"); Julia 
Liss ("German Culture and German Science in the Bildung of Franz Boas"); Ira Jacknis ("The 
Ethnographic Object and the Object of Ethnology in the Early Career of Franz Boas"); Judith Berman 
("'The Culture as it Appears to the Indian Himself: Boas, George Hunt, and the Methods of 
Ethnography"); Thomas Buckley ("'The Little History of Pitiful Events': The Epistemological and Moral 
Contexts of Kroeber's Californian Ethnology"); Suzanne Marchand ("Orientalism as Kulturpolitik: 
German Archeology and Cultural Imperialism in Asia Minor"). This is the last volume that will be edited 
by George W. Stocking, Jr. 
HOA 9: Essays on the Past and Future of the Historiography of Anthropology--The HOA series 
will be continued under the editorship of Richard Handler, Professor of Anthropology at the University 
of Virginia, and a contributor to three past volumes. The ninth volume, to be edited jointly by Handler 
and Stocking, will be a transtional volume focussing on issues in the historiography of anthropology: its 
development over the last several decades, its present status, and its future directions. We welcome 
contributions of three types: critical comments by interested HOA (and HAN) readers (no more than 7 
typed pages), from which a selection will be made for inclusion in a reader's forum; longer critical 
essays on alternative approaches to the historiography of anthropology; and articles on particular historical 
topics which will exemplify such alternative approaches. In contrast to past HOA volumes, in which the 
essays related to a particular historical theme or problem, we hope that the exemplary essays will range 
in specific topic over time, space, and subdiscipline--as well as illustrating different historiographical 
orientations and genres. Authors proposing essays may wish to contact either of the editors prior to 
submission; all submissions (in two copies) should be double spaced throughout We hope that HOA 9 
will go to press late in 1996, so that the volume may appear at the A.A.A. meetings of 1997. 
HOA 10: Voices Long Unheard: Essays on Excluded Ancestors and Inventable Traditions--Pursuing 
further the theme of alternative historiographies, the first volume under Handler's editorship will be 
devoted to papers treating figures, groups, and topics which have not been incorporated into canonical 
constructions of the history of anthropology. As a step toward the creation of this volume, Handler and 
Stocking plan to organize a session devoted to this theme at the San Francisco meetings of the American 
Anthropological Association this November. Readers of HAN who would like to propose a paper for 
this session should contact either of them promptly, so that a session proposal may be developed in time 
for submission to the A.A.A. program committee before April 1, 1996. On the basis of papers 
contributed to the A.A.A. session, and from other submissions, Handler hopes to develop a volume of 
seven or eight essays that will go to press in the fall of 1997, for publication in the fall of 1998. 
